Why Ireland for
hosting content?
Ireland is a hub for
content companies
that serve a global
community of users.
What attracts these
digital companies
to Ireland?
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Ireland is a common
law jurisdiction with
an independent
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Capital allowances
are available for capital
expenditure incurred
on the creaton and
acquisition of Intellectual
Property (IP)

Ireland has a high
standard of IP
protection
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US-based content
companies must
host EU customer
data within
Europe

Connectivity
Direct connectivity
to US, UK & Europe

Easiest EU
location to start
a business
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Ireland’s data
hosting market
will grow by 18%
a year between
now and 2016
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MICROSOFT has spent
€900 million on building
Irish data centres
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average yearly growth of
internet traffic in Ireland

INEX, Ireland’s Internet
Neutral Exchange allows
networks to interconnect
directly at no cost

Green Energy
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Ireland is aiming for 40%
renewable energy by 2020
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The Irish power grid
currently accepts up to
50% wind energy
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moderate climate perfect for
free air cooling - lower energy
costs

